
Building Process

Mason Bees love to nest in wood. Often they nest in
holes created by other insects or birds, but they'll
even use old nail holes, or old pipes to lay their
young in. 

When building our mason bee house, we were
fortunate to get the help of fellow Thetisian, Ron
Vandergaag.  Working in his workshop, we used
scrap wood, bamboo, some metal, and many tools
to assemble our mason bee home.  We built the
house with three rooms (pictured left/below). The
middle room has nesting sites that are easy to take
apart to clean, and the two side rooms contains
bamboo and various natural materials for nesting
and appearance. We used a piece of scrap metal for
our roof to keep our bees dry. 

 
Read more for a full list of materails and tools.

HOW WE BUILT
OUR BEE HOME 

Bamboo (tubes)
Fir plywood 5/8'' (main structure)
Scrap metal panel (roof)
Nails
Screws
Glue

Table saw with dado blade (to cut grooves)
Table saw with regular blade (to cut pieces to size)
Miter saw (to cut narrow pieces to length)
Nailer and glue (to assemble the main structure)
Band saw (to cut bamboo tubes)
Drill (to remove bamboo ‘dividing membranes’)
Driver (to attach roofing screws)
Drill press (to put hole in back wall for hanging)
Angle grinder with ‘zip cutter’ disc (to trim metal)
A Vise and hammer (to bend peak flashing for roof)

Equipment and Materials

Materials

Tools



Painting Process

When painting our bee house we
decided to use the colours of the
rainbow. We did this because the bees
can identify their home based on the
colour, and can then find it easier than
if all of the tubes were the same colour. 

When painting your bee home, make
sure to use colours because it attracts
the mason bees! Some of their
favourite colours are purple and yellow
(flower colours!)

Our Design Process

Our design originally involved hexagonal
shapes but modifications were made to
utilize the wood we already had, and to
make the building process more
accessible. Hexagons would mean our bee
attic would have less space, and we
wanted to make room for the unhatched
bees to sit in before they hatch in the
spring and start looking for nesting tubes.


